
 

Tutor report 

Overall Comments 
A sound submission looking at light quality and direction in the Old Annesley Church. 
A combination of the blog images with contextual text and the downloadable high res 
jpegs makes it easier to check technical quality and approach.  

Consider a similar submission with contact prints so that you show notations and 
choices in the sheet itself. Blog link is working well but a contact print is a reflective 
learning tools so show your working and thinking. An organic way to signal to the 
assessor the choice you have made (photography is all about choices and context).  

Particularly good organisation of submission in naming files (so I don’t have to refer 
to image 001 etc) but it would be useful for yourself if when reviewing initial images 
to name them - instead of 329A2441.jpg we have grave_stones_annesley_SW001 
(where SW are your initials). This doesn’t’ come naturally when ‘being creative’ but 
when submitting to agencies or libraries in the future its a good methodical way to 
work as you will be able to find the images on a hard drive quickly (in the future you 
may have millions of images); so a naming convention that works for you.  

Justify your choices and make references (begin to look at Harvard referencing) to 
the photographers you mention so that an assessor can see where you got these 
references from. Similarly, clarify why you have chosen the particular ‘visual stance’ 
you have Hand held/snapshot rather than a more considered landscape view).  

Assessment potential  
I understand your aim is to go for the Photography/Creative Arts* Degree and that you plan to submit 
your work for assessment at the end of this course. From the work you have shown in this assignment, 

providing you commit yourself to the course, I believe you have the potential to succeed at assessment.  
In order to meet all the assessment criteria, there are certain areas you will need to focus on, which I will 
outline in my feedback.     
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Feedback on assignment  
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, 
Demonstration of Creativity  

Well formed introduction to the approach to the church. You write well when you are 
explaining the theme of the project (after a little waffle) and what you are trying show with 
respect to unusual views of the everyday “looking beyond the obvious”.   

• You could add to this a summary of the distinction between everyday subject matter 
taken in contrasting approaches: both a more reportage way (in many ways your 
images are like this)  where we can see the photographer working in the images - a 
difficult concept to explain but the difference between the Burgin structured vision 
and the Brandt - stepping back and simply using the ‘camera apparatus’ so not drawing 
attention to technique (at least in his early documentary work not the nude series).  

• The best reading on this difference, for me is Tod Papageorge’s Essay on Influence where 
he compares two photographers (Frank was a student of Evans) same subject matter - 
American landscape - one treated in a hand held reportage way and the other a more 
considered recording colder vision - with tripod (both in light, framing and technique). 

• Neither one is ‘right’ or better than the other but they do have philosophical 
connotations and denote your relationship to the subject. In your work you have 
shown a subjective more emotional response to the church (as it is ‘creepy’) so suits the 
subject and concentrated mainly on abstracting and closer details rather than the 
topographical landscapes (which would have necessitated a tripod); so say this and 
use these references in your justification.  

The linked to 4.5 exercise where you abstracted out the car but this time wanted to use the 
quality of light to show different times of day and how light affect this shows a creative 
application. The contact prints are useful for this - although you could notate on them 
what you have found.  

Technical and visual skills  

Some useful outline in the blog of equipment, lenses and shooting at certain times of day 
and therefore types of light. 

• Can you provide the actual reference to either Atet or a critic / historian to evidence that 
he shot mainly at this time?  

• Compare this perhaps with Walker Evans who shot different strategies at different 
times of day/quality of light: or example, his more topographic landscape vistas at 
‘magic hour’ - depending which direction the sun was (see below). The more front 
facing images such as shop fronts at midday  - Evans used  a kind of forensic metaphor 
here as bright midday light gives those harsh contrasts which were exposing the ‘crime’ 
of the 1930s depression.  
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Quality of Outcome 
• Reference this research into different times of day/light quality as practical research in 

the blog such as maps, web sites for weather and direction or apps (see time of day in - 
Readings). An important aspect of this kind of photography and using light is to 
perhaps do a recce first and.or research on light quality and direction and times of day 
before the final shoot. This is Simon Norfolk's research methodology that he outlines in 
his workshops. In yours as you have chosen a more immediate hand held strategy it is 
perhaps not as relevant. Still, consider these ‘two sides of the coin’ when approaching 
work which is ‘about’ light as much as it is expressing the significance of the subject.  

Demonstration of Creativity  
There is a sense of foreboding in the images with the flare and the choice of time of day 
and the close up sequences work well.  

• silhouette of the graveyard (Image 6: Sihouettes at dusk ) works well as its the elements 
are abstracted. Image 5 Desolate grounds doesn’t work as well as its a little ‘busy’. Also, 
watch the sharpness of the images at 2.8 there won’t be enough depth of field to show 
this kind of vista sharp enough. See DOF master in - Readings. 

• Consider on the more topographical images ( Desolate grounds etc)  you could have 
used a tripod - as there are no people you would then have been able to get maximum 
depth of field. Consider this as a choice but then of course as you have justified that 
you wanted to make a more snapshot of the everyday then this is fine. Just consider it 
as a choice. Entering the graveyard could have looked clearer with maximum depth of field 
- which would have meant tripod and slow shutter speeds but its working as i is if you have 
set up your theme and the notion of a foreboding (similar genre conventions to horror 
films).  
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Walker Evans, Waterfront in New Orleans. French 
market sidewalk scene. Louisiana 1935.

Walker Evans, A Graveyard and Steel Mill in 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. November, 1935



Understand the practical aspects, such as not wanting to be at the site for a long period as 
you said “its remoteness attracts antisocial behaviour”  so you have made a practical 
decision which suits the ‘creepy’ feeling. Particularly the ‘index’ image: Image 1-Entering the 
graveyard 

Learning Logs or Blogs/Critical essays  
Context  

Well expressed introduction to the project in the blog 

Do get to the point of the assignment you choose as soon as possible. The intro beginning 
“noticed the outline of some church ruins through the trees…” is very engaging and draws 
the reader/viewer into the impetus and theme for the project. Personably, I would cut out 
the pre-amble of indecision at the beginning ( “I had several ideas for this assignment..) The 
assessor wants to get to the point in the limited time available.  

• Really strong outline of the creative process and your theme of the everyday. You 
succinctly expose the dichotomy between stock images (that you don’t wish to 
replicate) and the difficulty of addressing the place in a visually arresting way. 
Reference to Chris Steele Perkins as a photographer who had influenced you (different 
subject, similar underlying strategy). This is a great way to work.  

• Inclusion of contact prints: really useful that you have included these from last 
feedback. make note on them and show your working processes. Explore here, in 
particular William Klein (who eventually incorporates the note taking into the final 
work: https://uk.pinterest.com/explore/contact-sheet/ 

Suggested reading/viewing  
Context  

In order to get the ‘dichotomy’ between a ‘reportage way of working (frank) and a more 
‘considered’ view (Evans): Tod Papageorge: Frank and Evans, An Essay on Influence.  
On ‘American Suburb X web site: http://www.americansuburbx.com/2010/07/theory-
walker-evans-and-robert-frank.html 

PDF of the Essay:  http://ericetheridge.com/Papageorge_on_Evans_and_Frank.pdf 

Technique and technical matters (beyond ‘auto’): 
White balance for neutrality and for effect: http://www.overgaard.dk/the-story-behind-
that-picture-0147_gb.html 
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Depth of Field 
• Depth of Field for your particular camera. A very useful table and explanation here: 

http://www.dofmaster.com/doftable.html 

Time of day research: Weather underground or Photographers ephemeris: 
• Planning and ‘recce’ of locations before shoot. Both in terms of quality and 

direction of light 
• http://www.wunderground.com 
• An ‘app’ for smartphones that has this information such as time of day and angle of 

light: http://photoephemeris.com 

Pointers for the next assignment 
• Submit high res and contact prints with annotations as well as the blog.  
• Consider whether you want to submit prints for the last assignment - as we talked in e-

mail you don’t have to but it might be a good discipline as this final assignment may 
be more ‘finished’ concentrating on a certain approach to a subject 

• Read David Hurn’s concentration on the subject photographers as ‘subject selectors’ 
then look at a strategy you can use.  

  

Tutor name: Garry Clarkson.

Date 30 March 2017

Next assignment due 01 May 2017
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